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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF RINCÓN DEL
BONETE, TACUAREMBÓ, URUGUAY,  TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN

Mirrors of Light turn on while the souls pray and ask for mercy.

Uncertain doors that were open to the decadence of humanity close themselves, and a celestial
command is established on this day.

All the praying beings are summoned to the awakening, and they participate in a special juncture,
the Universe descends to Earth and the inner suns shine in humanity.

Those who still sleep, wake up! Those who have never worked for God, do it!

May the towers of the consciousnesses elevate themselves as an offering to the Almighty.

May the redeemed be united for the greater Purpose so that the one thousand years of peace will
finally be fulfilled.

All is reorganized in this moment, all is transcended in plan and vibration, and thus the subtle
worlds descend and bring with their presence the Great Brotherhood.

May the currents of inertia and indifference break up, may all be renewed by the great awakening.

The Soldiers of the Plan position themselves in the rows of the Purpose, thus everyone receives
from the Universe their own sign, the sign of their origin.

The doors of Heaven open themselves, the consciousnesses support the transition of humanity
preparing for the last battle in which the adversary will be defeated by love and unity; this will make
him blind, deaf and mute and he will not be able to cast his evilness anymore.

To obtain the triumph of Love the mirrors will turn on and spread the codes of Christianity
throughout the spaces; while the souls pray, the hearts will be bathed by the powerful Grace of
Light, and Mercy will be established to rehabilitate before the end of times those who have never
deserved it.

I thank you all for following Me today!

On the celestial command,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


